Genetic variation associated with the occurrence and progression of neurological disorders.
This paper presents an overview of genetic variation associated with the onset and progression of 14 neurological disorders, focusing primarily on association studies. The 14 disorders are heterogeneous in terms of their frequency, age of onset, etiology and progression. There is substantially less evidence on progression than onset. With regard to onset, the conditions are diverse in terms of their epidemiology and patterns of familial aggregation. While the muscular dystrophies and Huntington's disease are monogenic diseases, for the other 12 conditions only a small proportion of cases is associated with specific genetic syndromes or mutations. Excluding these, some familial aggregation remains for the majority of cases. There is considerable variation in the volume of evidence by condition, and by gene within condition. The volume of evidence is greatest for Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. As for common complex chronic diseases, genome wide association studies have found that validated genomic regions account for a low proportion of heritability. Apart from multiple sclerosis, which shares several susceptibility loci with other immune-related disorders, variation at HLA-DRB5 being associated both with Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease, and the association of the C9orf72 repeat expansion with ALS and frontotemporal degeneration, there was little evidence of gene loci being consistently associated with more than one neurological condition or with other conditions. With the exception of spina bifida, for which maternal MTHFR genotype is associated with risk in the offspring, and corroborates other evidence of the importance of folate in etiology, there was little evidence that the pathways influenced by genetic variation are related to known lifestyle or environmental exposures.